Name (Last/Mid/First): Hoang Nhat Minh
Country: Vietnam
Title: Public awareness on renewable technologies
Objective:
1. To point out the priority of renewable technologies in the current environmental status
2. To illustrate the importance of tecnologies
3. To remind people to preserve our legacy for the future generations ( in our vision for 2040 )
Outline:
I had a wonderful idea of sharing my experience and knowledge during the TYCA program to
students from primary school and over, considering the title I chose couldn’t be comprehend by
the younger children. Furthermore, it would be great if I could advertise TYCA while sharing my
understanding, so everyone could see the beneficial and how great it would be to apply for this
exchange program. As a consequence, I promote a 2-step plan, excluding a contingency plan in
case the first one doesn’t give out the expected result.
Actions taken & Result:
The first step that of my plan was doing the project online. I started setting up a website and
encourage my friends and family at first, especially my parents’ friends ( because parents are
the ones who - at first - respondsible for their children’s future ) to check it out. The reason
behind this was due to the fact that I couId be able to illustrate the advantages of experiencing
the exchange program TYCA, how useful it is to shape ones future or how amazing it is to let
children experience and study in an exotic international environment where not only two or three
but seven countries gathered together. Although I had difficulties in making a website,
considering I’m not very good with computer, I still manage to create a page regarding the
advertisement of program. Even though the first stage of my plan has a small bound (n), I
believe that I have accomplished it successfully.
The second step is to base on the result given by the previous step and promote the page into
linking with organzations (e.g Toshiba ) that fund programs to help expand the limit of the
project along with the concern of people simultaneously. Although the project has just begun, I
am confident that the results are going to turn out just fine.
As for the contingency plan, I think it won’t be needed at the moment as the plan hasn’t given
out any bad result yet but I thought I should mention an overview of it. If the online project
doesn’t turn out to be as planned, I will change my of approach from online to offline, in
particular, making an orientation for students from the age of 8 to 18 years old. However, it
would be best to keep a back up plan incase there are any unexpected factor arise later on.

